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1 Trump’s mental decline is widely accepted as fact now. Saturation TV coverage of

Trump’s meltdowns has laid out the factual evidence for all to see. As the dementia

buzz grows, the public is increasingly demanding an answer- “what is being done &

are we going to do about this”?

2 Hint- Trump’s exit #trexit will be driven by none other than Trump himself. It may be the one thing

he’s best at & his greatest success without cheating. He is showing the world he has Frontotenmporal

dementia every day by being a human neon sign that's malfunctioning in public

3 Pence & the cabinet are a collection of eunuchs & opportunists. We know they are unwilling to do

anything about Trump's obvious mental health decline. Trump is surrounded by a layer of cowards,

enablers & dead enders. They are afraid of a shell, with a title, who yells at them.

4 It makes sense that Trump’s enablers would help coverup his mental decline. They are willing to defend

his subservience to Putin, so covering up his dementia is a no brainer. This have badly miscalculated.

Science is unbending & his worsening condition is exposing their actions

5 Fortunately, Trump & his flunkies aren't really in charge of anything. He will try desperation moves to

vandalize the country, like closing the border or dismantling ACA, but he's too weak to pull it off & will be

shut down. More layered threads here: 
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1 Trump's mental health decline received heavy attention from 
MTM this week- like WAPO, MSNBC, NY DAILY NEWS & CNN. 
That’s bc Trump's Frontotemporal Dementia is degenerative- 
meaning it progressively worsens. He's worsened to the point 
where almost everyone can clearly see it now
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6 Trump is an extreme case of a dementia patient who has no ability to judge their own condition. How

do you tell the person with dementia, they have dementia, when they think they are killing it? Trump still

has the "I'm not senile, I'm the best" attitude, so he would fight it.

7 The answer to how to tell Trump he has dementia, is happening right now-he's humiliating himself in

public & on TV. His speech is rapidly worsening & he shows frustration when he can't pronounce words.

He soon will be difficult to understand & running meeting will be impossible

8 He's lost the ability to perform executive functions. Even his tweets show the style of Miller & Sanders.

Ironically, Putin is losing his US asset. Trump’s mind is so far gone he can't execute pro Russia moves

without extreme sloppiness. How bad will Trump get? Unbelievably bad

9 Trump's extraction will be driven by his own helplessness & inability to function. Probably a trip to the

hospital after a fall, total disorientation or choking on food- it comes fast. He'll never admit he has

dementia bc it ends his world when he does- soon he won't be able to

10 The answer to “What are we going to do”?- Trump is doing it by himself as his condition rapidly

worsens. Cascading events, a term  used, perfectly describes what's happening as Trump's

foundations crumble. MSM will fuel it & Trump’s public displays will highlight it

@GlenHarp1

11 The good news is, Trump the traitor is being taken down by science. It's 100%. There are no

redactions. We’d be in a bigger mess if Putin installed an intelligent POTUS. There has always been this

backstop- If Mueller didn't take Trump down, dementia would & it's happening now
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